
Desert Fiber Arts Mystery Shawl Knit-Along  

Clue 5 

 

 
 Row 85: sl1pw, k2; start with 1st row of the Chart 5 (follow the version as you knitted in Clue 4), repeat the charted 

pattern 31 times, k 3.  The version with Nupps is this way more beautiful. 

Notes 

 All even rows are purl, unless otherwise stated, except double YO’s, where first YO is purl stitch and 

the second YO knit stitch.  

 At the beginning of row 95 in Charts 1 and 2 are Nupp next to YO’s. So be careful on WS not to knit Nupp 

stitches together with YO’s.  

 At row 101 you have double YO’s and work them on WS as follows: first YO purl, the second YO knit.  

 After completing Row 102 you should have 409 stitches on your needle. 

 


Chart 5 -1  Less Nupps Row 

             101 
             99 
             97 
             95 
             93 
             91 
             89 
             87 
             85 

 














Chart 5 -3  No Nupps Row 

             101 
             99 
             97 
             95 
             93 
             91 
             89 
             87 
             85 

 

 

Symbol Description 
 Increase 2 stitches from one 

stitch (knit front and back of 
the same stitch) 

 Knit 
 Centered Double Decrease 
 Yarn Over 
 SSK 
 K2Tog 
 Nupp or Bead 

Chart 5 -2  More Nupps Row 

             101 
             99 
             97 
             95 
             93 
             91 
             89 
             87 
             85  


